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Photoinitiated reactions of H atoms with C 0 2 in C02-HBr complexes have been examined by using ab initio generalized
valence bond-configuration interaction calculations. Recent experiments have shown that C02-HBr complexes yield OH
-40 times more efficiently than C02-HCI complexes for similar values of hu-&(HX). We find that the calculated equilibrium
geometry for the T-shaped C02-HBr complex is in excellent agreement with the experimental geometry, which is inertially
asymmetric with the Br< line almost perpendicular to the C 0 2 axis and the H-Br bond nearly parallel to the C02molecular
axis. We find a linear isomer of C02-HBr to also be stable; this species has not been observed experimentally. We find
that photoexcitation of the T-shaped HBr moiety leads to two directly dissociative excited states of A’ and A” symmetries.
For both states, the HBr bond expands rapidly following photoexcitation with most H atoms leaving unreactively from the
complex. However, for those H atoms that approach C 0 2and form HOCO, the two excited states show dissimilar interactions
due to interaction of the Br atom with HOCO. The A’ state has a weak in-plane bonding interaction between the Br p orbital
and the C radical orbital of HOCO, whereas the A” state leads to repulsion. These results are consistent with the experimental
observations and underscore the greater variety possible in such relations taking place in complexes vs under single-collision,
gas-phase conditions.

I. Introduction
Gas-phase chemical reaction dynamics depend strongly upon
the relative orientations, alignments, and velocities of reactants,
as well as their electronic configurations and orbital alignments.’
These entrance-channel parameters determine reaction trajectories
on the potential energy surface (PES) and influence overall cross
sections, branching ratios, product state distributions, and reaction
times. However, in most gaseous environments, there is no control
over incident angles, impact parameters, and orbital alignments.
Attempts to control entrancechannel geometric properties have
utilized interactions of the molecule with external electric or
magnetic fields and have yielded exciting results for specific
alignments and orientation^.^'^ In addition, alignment of reactant
orbitals in chemical reactions has been achieved via the laboratory
anisotropy of electronic excitation using polarized lasers.”” We
have employed a third strategy in achieving such orientation by
utilizing the intermolecular interactions present in weakly bonded
reaction-precursor
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force field responsible for binding the complex aligns precursor-molecular components regioselectively, leading to precursor-geometry-limited (PGL) reactions that offer a novel means
of investigating regiospecific effects. In addition, photoinitiation
provides control of the reaction energy by varying the photolysis
wavelength, as well as “setting the clock” for the reaction by using
ultrashort laser
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Figure 1. Experimental geometries (i.e., averaged over vibrational ground
state) for (a) C02-HBr (refs 48 and 49) and (b) C02-HCI (refs 50 and
51). Theoretical geometries for (c) ground state T-shaped C02-HBr and
(d) locally stable linear C02-HBr. Calculations were at the MP2 level,
and counterpoise corrections were included.

The reaction of H atoms with C02 is endothermic by 25.5
kcal/mol and has been studied extensively under both bulk (i.e.,
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Figure 4. Potential curves as a function of eBeO
(in-plane) and cp
(out-of-plane) for the T-shaped C02-HBr complex (MP2 level with
BSSE corrections). We kept
= 3.62 A and 8- = 8 8 . 8 O for both
curves. For out-of-plane cp, we also kept
= 83.7O.

RcBr (A)
Figure 3. Potential contours for T-shaped C02-HBr as a function of
and eBIC0.
The HBr and OCO were kept parallel (eHBIC
= dBrco).
Calculations were at the MP2 level and were corrected for BSSE. The
minimum of -392 cm-' is at RCBr= 3.62 A and OBIco = 88.8O.

although a single-exponential rise fits the data almost as well.39
In order to provide a better understanding of this complicated
elementary chemical reaction, we carried out a b initio quantum
chemistry calculations with extended basis sets. To determine
geometries for the ground-state complexes, we used Mallet-Plesset
second-order perturbation (MP2) methods.s3 To calculate energies for a number of points in the ground and excited states,
we used generalized valence bond (GVB)-wnfiguration interaction
(Cl) methods.*% These results indicate several important aspects
of such photoinitiated reactions that may also apply to other
systems.

F ;r

100

t

*---H+

11. Results and Discussion

A. Geometrical Properties. The calculated equilibrium geometry of the inertially T-shaped ground state is shown in Figure
1 along with the equilibrium geometry of the linear isomer. The
MP2 energies were corrected for basis set superposition error
(BSSE). Figure 3 shows the potential contours as a function of
C-Br distance, RcBr, and Br-C-O angle, 8 B e O : with HBr and
OCO ke t parallel ( 8 H B e = ABm). The minimum is at hBr
= 3.62 and 0 B c O = 88.8O. The H atom lies in the Br-CO,
plane, and 8 H B c = 83.7' is the optimized value at RcB, = 3.62
A and @ B e 0 88.8'.
The dependence of the potential on orientation is shown in
Figure 4 for both in-plane ( 8 H B e ) and out-of-plane ((c) changes
(with Br and C02kept at the equilibrium geometry). The twofold
rotational barrier (184 cm-I) for the out-of-plane H bend is lower
than the rotational barriers (340 and 1250 cm-I) for the in-plane
H bend. [These barriers are for fixed RcB, = 3.62 A, so that they
are upper bounds, in particular, the 125oCm-' barrier will be much
lower.] The calculated RcBr equilibrium distance of 3.62 A is in
excellent agreement with the experimental value of (&&) = 3.58
A, and the bond angles are in reasonable agreement with the
experimental results depicted in Figure la." Calculated rotational
constants (equilibrium values) are A = 0.373 24, B = 0.045 21,
and C 3 0.040 33 cm-I, while the experimental values (averaged
over the ground vibrational state) are 0.38674, 0.046 18, and
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Figure 5. Potential curves (from GVB-RCI) for end-on and broadside
approaches of hydrogen (eHBIC
= 40° and SOo) as well as the ground
( ' 2 ) and excited (In) states of free HBr.
0.041 06 cm-I, respecti~ely.4~
Force constants obtained from curve
fits to the potentials shown in Figures 3 and 4 yield vibrational
frequencies of 42 cm-I for the
stretch, 50 cm-' for the lateral
slipping vibration, 1 13 cm-' for the 8 " B e bend, and 70 cm-' for
the (c torsion. This corresponds to expectation values of -0.2 A,
7O, 28O, and 26O, respectively, for the magnitudes of the corresponding zero-point displacements. The optimum linear structure
is strictly linear, with a hydrogen-oxygen bond distance of 2.35
A. The binding energy (0,)
of the ground-state T-shaped complex
is 392 cm-I at the MP2 level, while that for the linear structure
is 517 cm-I. We expect a significant barrier between these isomers
so that both should be observable. However, only the T-shaped
isomer has been observed experimentally, Le., from a high-resolution rovibrational absorption spectrum recorded by exciting the
C02asymmetric stretch vibration with a tunable diode laser.49
B. End-on vs Broadside Chemistry. In order to better understand the marked difference between end-on and broadside
reaction probabilities:' total electronic energies were calculated
for various pathways of H-atom movement by using the GVB-RCI
method (described more completely in section IV). Since HBr
photolysis involves electronic excitation from a nonbonding Br
pr orbital to the HBr u* orbital, photoinitiation prepares two
near-degenerate excited states of A' and A" symmetries for the
broadside case (Le., in-plane and out-of-plane nonbonding bromine
pr orbitals, respectively), but leads to a degenerate excited II state
for the end-on case. With the broadside precursor at the
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Energies of A’ and A” excited states of the C02-HBr complex
as a function of R H Band
~ for various values of eH=. For 9 ~ w
= 30°,
the open circles and boxes correspond to distortions which indicate that
C 0 2 vibrational excitation promotes reactivity.
Figure 7.
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Figure 6. The valence bond electron correlation diagram for photoexcitation of the C02-HBr complex to form Br-C(O)-OH: (a) the VB
description of the ground-state C02-HBr complex, (b) and (e) the excited-state C02-HBr complexes, (c) and (0 the hydrogen attack of an
oxygen p orbital, (d) Br-C(O)*H, and (g) Br + HOCO.

ground-state equilibrium geometry, the A” state is lower in energy
than the A’ state by -0.5 kcal/mol. Figure 5 shows potentials
for the end-on and broadside cases as a function of RHB,; also
included are calculated curves for the HBr ‘Zground and In
excited states. The HBr I l l excited state is quite repulsive, dissociating to ground-state H Br. Spin-orbit coupling is not
considered. In excited C02-HBr broadside complexes, the variation of the potential with RHB, is initially close to that of free
HBr, while for end-on complexes, the H-atom approach toward
oxygen is repulsive, as shown in Figure 5. This indicates that the
end-on case is disfavored due to the repulsive nature of the hydrogen approach toward an oxygen nonbonding u orbital. It also
implies that the H atom in the linear precursor cannot acquire
significant kinetic energy, except by being deflected from the linear
path. On the other hand, HBr dissociation in the broadside
precursor is relutiuely well developed before the hydrogen “attacks”
the oxygen. Broadside H-atom approaches with 8HB,: values of
40’ and 50’ are shown in Figure 5 . Thus it is quite reasonable
that the broadside configuration is favored.
C. The Valence Bond Correlation Diagrams for Broadside
Reactions. The valence bond (VB) correlation diagrams for evolution of two excited states in the broadside case are shown
pictorially in Figure 6. Figure 6a shows the six relevant orbitals
for the C02-HBr complex: the in-plane CO a bond (two orbitals),
the Br nonbonding p,(A’) and p,(A”) orbitals (two orbitals), and
the HBr u bond (two orbitals). Since HBr photolysis involves
electronic excitation from a nonbonding pr orbital to the u* orbital,
there are two near-degenerate excited states of A’ and A” symmetries involving in-plane pr and out-of-plane p* nonbonding Br
orbitals, respectively. Upon electronic excitation, the HBr u and
u* orbitals evolve to a Br nonbonding p,(A’) orbital and a hydrogen Is orbital as depicted in Figure 6, b and e, for A’ and A’’
states, respectively. This hydrogen Is orbital can couple with an
oxygen p orbital of the in-plane C O a bonding orbital to form
HOCO. This results in the release of a carbon radical orbital of
HOCO as shown in Figure 6, c and f. For the A’ excitation, the
bonding interaction between a carbon radical orbital of HOCO
and the Br p,(A‘) orbital leads to the A’ ground state of Br-C(O)-OH. On the other hand, the A” state leads to three-electron

+

interactions in the C-Br bond region and correlates to the A”
excited state of Br-C(O)-OH.
D. Role of tk BrC(O)-OH Intermediate. The VB correlation
diagram suggests for A’ the possible participation of the T-u
orbital switching product, Br-C(O)-OH, along the reaction
pathway. This intermediate formation is analogous to the reverse
process of the thermally activated o-7r orbital switching reaction
of vicinal H X elimination from CH3CH2X.57* With A” excitation, there is a repulsive interaction between the doubly occupied Br p orbital aligned along the C-Br axis and the singly
occupied carbon radical orbital of HOCO. However, with A’
excitation, Br can participate in the reaction in two ways. First,
the singly occupied Br orbital along the C-Br axis can bind with
the carbon p orbital of the in-plane CO a bond, releasing the
in-plane oxygen p orbital which can in turn capture the incoming
hydrogen. This activation process results in early formation of
Br-C(O)-OH. Second, Br can wait until hydrogen attack of the
oxygen releases the in-plane carbon p orbital to attract the singly
occupied Br orbital. This capture process results in late formation
of Br-C(O)-OH.
Using the GVB-RCI method, we examined the above interactions leading to the potential curves for both excited states of
the C02-HBr complex, as shown in Figure 7. Since H-atom
motion is fast relative to Br and CO, motions, the Br and C02
positions were frozen at the ground-state equilibrium geometry
and the H atom was brought toward the oxygen. For hydrogen
attack angles with €IHBrCgreater than -50°, HBr dissociation
in the excited complex is close to that of free HBr, leading to
unreactive trajectories. This suggests that the early brominecarbon interaction is too weak to influence the reaction pathway.
For O H ,
:= 40°, the potential curve becomes repulsive at R H B ~
-2.7
For OHB,: = 30°, the hydrogen approach becomes
rapidly repulsive past R H B ~ 2.35 A. The minimum corresponds
to RHO 1.84 A and ,8
95.5O.
The kinetic energy of
hydrogen at this minimum IS -27% less than that from free HBr
dissociation and may help explain why the experiments find that
most of the OH product corresponds to a lowering of E f of
HOC07 by -20% from its bulk value.32 Such angles of reactive
hydrogen approach can result from large-amplitude hydrogen
motion in the plane. The calculated expectation value of the
magnitude of the zero-point displacement for this motion is 28’
= 56’. For an oscillator wave function
and corresponds to

1.

-

--
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Figure 8. Potential curves calculated for the interaction between Br and
HOCO in A’ and A” states of BrC(O)-OH as a function of Rca
(GVB-RCIwithout BSSE corrections).

that is near-Gaussian, there is significant probability of finding
the hydrogen with 0HBK I 50’. Also, even though hydrogen
excursion is limited by the binding energy of the complex, coupling
with the other large-amplitude motions may further open reactive
channels.
Figure 7 also shows the potential surface for 8HB,: = 30’ with
deformed C02 (to simulate the effect of vibrations due to the
collisional impact). With C02 bent by an amount corresponding
to the zero-point displacement, V(RHB,)is higher at low values
of RHBr than the case of equilibrium C02. However, this reverses
for RHB~
> 3.4 A. With combined displacements (corresponding
to the average zero-point displacements for the symmetric stretch,
antisymmetric stretch, and bending vibrations), V(RHBr) is higher
than for the other two curves, but drops significantly from RHBr
> 3.2 A. The increases in energy upon distortion for R H B =
~ 2-3
A are attributed to the C 0 2 vibrational potential, while past -3
A, it is clear that the distortion facilitates reaction. This result
suggests that vibrational excitation of C02 enhances the reaction
probability by decreasing an entrance-channel dynamical barrier
for the reaction.
The reaction of the photodissociated H with C02should have
a barrier analogous to that for the bulk reaction. This view is
in accord with our observation of similar OH yield spectra (i.e.,
OH product vs. H I photolysis wavelength) from C02-HI complexes and bulk reactions.33 For example, if the shape of the yield
spectrum is determined by overcoming a dynamical barrier in
broadside collisions, then it is reasonable that the curves are similar.
Once hydrogen is captured by CO,, forming HOCO’, the two
excited states (A’ and A”) can follow dissimilar reaction pathways.
In the A” state, the interaction between Br and the singly occupied
carbon orbital of HOCO is repulsive, as shown in Figure 8.
Therefore, reaction on the A” surface is expected to be similar
in the exit channel to the bulk reaction. The difference between
the complex and bulk reaction is in the entrance channel and may
be due to underdeveloped HBr dissociation in the complex, as
shown in Figure 7. However, in the A’ state, Br and HOCO can
attract each other, forming a short-lived Br-C(0)-OH intermediate, as shown in Figure 8. In this process, decomposition
of the Br-C(0)-OH intermediate into Br HOCO is expected
to result in recoil between the Br atom and HOCO. This results
in less energy available for HOCOt internal excitation than the
bulk counterpart, in which there is no such complication caused
by a nearby bromine atom. This may help explain, at least in
part, the cold part of the O H rotational distribution, which
corresponds to a lowering of Et of HOCOt to -80% of its bulk
value.32 An overall potential energy diagram of this complicated
photoinitiated reaction of hydrogen atom with C02 in the C0,-HBr complex is illustrated in Figure 9. The ground state

+

Figure 9. Energy diagram showing relevant stationary points.

-

of the Br-C(0)-OH intermediate lies 15 kcal/mol above the
ground state of the C02-HBr complex, and the C-Br bond energy
(0,)is 63.4 kcal/mol. The possible formation of Br-C(0)-OH
has a significant implication in time domain spectra. Formation
of this transient intermediate might slow OH formation, causing
the O H production rate to deviate from the HOCO unimolecular
decomposition rate. Also, direct observation of the O H rise time
using C02-HI complexes suggests a possible double-exponential
rise of the OH c~ncentration,’~which is consistent with the
formation of a transient I-C(0)-OH intermediate.
111. Summary

We have employed ab initio GVB-CI methods to examine
photoinitiated reactions of H atoms with CO, in C02-HBr complexes. The equilibrium geometry of the T-shaped ground-state
complex is in excellent agreement with the experimental result.
It is inertially asymmetric with the Br-C line almost perpendicular
to the C 0 2 axis and the H-Br bond nearly parallel to the C 0 2
molecular axis. The linear isomer which has not been observed
experimentally appears to be as stable as the T-shaped complex.
The H atom in the T-shaped complex undergoes large-amplitude
bending in the Br-CO, plane, Le., an expectation value of 28’
(half-angle) for the magnitude of the zero-point eHB,: displacement. The 0 H B C angle of H-atom approach toward oxygen plays
a major role in determining reactivity, and large-amplitude 0HB,:
bend can accommodate a significant percentage of reactive events.
Photoexcitation of the HBr moiety prepares two excited-state
CO,-HBr complexes of A’ and A” symmetries. In the entrance
channel, where the approach angle of the H atom toward the
oxygen is important, there is nothing to suggest different reaction
probabilities for the two excited states, since the Br-C interaction
is weak. This means that the entrance channel for the complex
reaction is similar to broadside H + C02 bulk reactions, except
that H-Br dissociation is not completely developed with the
complex when the H atom confronts the entrance-channel barrier.
Once the H atom attacks C 0 2 and forms HOCO, however, the
interaction between the Br atom and HOCO is important in
determining the reaction pathway. Since the A’ and A” state
complexes correlate to the A’ ground and A’’ excited states of the
A-0 orbital switching product Br-C(0)-OH,
respectively, this
interaction is attractive in the A’ complex and would lead to
formation of the Br-C(O)-OH intermediate, while this interaction
is repulsive in reactions on the A” surface. Therefore, photoinitiated reactions on the A” surface are considered to be reactions
of H atoms with C 0 2without participation of the Br atom during
the course of the reaction, while reactions on the A’ surface may
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TABLE I: Total Energies (bartrees) and Binding Energies (cm-I) for
Linear and T-Shaped C02-HBr Complexes and Their Subsystems;" In
Both Cases, the Geometry Was Optimized at the MP2 Level (with the
DoublePolarization Basis Set)
Double4 PIUS
level
molecule
HF
AEb
MP2
AE~
linear
-201.839283 -517
C02-HBr -201.208 684 -223
(-321)
(-860)
-1 88.172 874
C02(HBr) -187.683 41 2
-1 3.664 055
HBr(C02) - I 3.524257
T-shaped
-201.838479 -392
C0,-HBr -201.208 082 -56
(-189)
(-683)
-188.172392
C02(HBr) -1 87.683 272
-1 3.664 300
HBr(C02) -13.524 553
free
-188.171 811
-187.683 021
co2
HBr
-13.524201
-13.663 554

"All geometries are given in Figure 1 and section IVB. Here, COz(HBr) represents C 0 2 molecule with basis sets for HBr but without
any potentials for HBr. bAE = E(C02-HBr) - E[C02(HBr)] E[C02(HBr)] is in units of cm-', and binding energies in parentheses are
with basis set superposition errors.

-

involve later stage formation of the 7-u orbital switching intermediate Br-C(0)-OH. This model accommodates the various
experimental findings about similarities and differences between
the bulk and complexed reactions, such as (i) the relatively cold
O H rotational state distribution under complexed conditions, (ii)
the somewhat slower O H rise time observed with the C02-HI
complexes than would be expected from simply HOCO unimolecular decomposition, and (iii) differences in reactivities for end-on
and broadside precursors. Furthermore experimental identification
of the transient formation of X-C(O)-OH under matrix-isolated
conditions as well as theoretical (both ab initio molecular orbital
and dynamical) investigations of this reaction on the full potential
surface would provide valuable information about this elementary
photoinitiated reaction of H atoms with C02 in weakly bonded
C02-HX complexes.

IV. Computational Details
A. Basis Sets. We employed valence double-1 basis sets for
carbon (9s5p/3s2p) and oxygen (9s5p/3s2p),6' augmented with
one set of d-polarization functions for carbon and oxygen [P(C)
= 0.73 and P ( 0 ) = 1.071 optimized for COSat the GVB(4/8)
level. Unscaled valence double-f basis set# were used for hydrogen (4s/2s) augmented with one set of pfunctions ( p = 0.6).
Double-1 basis sets for bromine (3s/3p/2s2p) with effective core
potentials62 were used with one set of d-polarization functions (f'
= 0.45) optimized for HBr at the GVB( 1/2) level and augmented
with one set of diffuse d-functions (P= 0.15). The present basis
sets for the hydrogen and bromine yield a HBr bond dissociation
energy of De = 87.3 kcal/mol a t the GVB(l/2) dissociationconsistent CI level, which is comparable to the experimental value
of De = 90.1 kcal/moL6j The estimated dipole moment using
(61) Dunning, T. H.; Hay, P. J. Methods of Electronic Structure Theory;
Schaefer, H. F., 111. Ed.; Plenum: New York, 1977; Chapter 1.
(62) Wadt, W. R.; Hay, P. J. J . Chem. Phys. 1985,82, 284.

TABLE II: Optimum Geometries for the T-Shaped Complex at
Various Calculational Levels
Darameter
HF'
HF-CPb
MP2'
MP2-CPb
4.00
3.46
3.62
RCBn A
3.89
87.2
89.4
88.8
eBrCO,
deg
87.4
62.2
83.7
94.0
deg
92.1
~~

~

Without basis set superposition error corrections. With basis set
superposition error corrections by using the counterpoise (CP) method.
cThe RCBrand BBc0 were kept at 3.62 A and 88.8'.

charge populations obtained from the Mulliken population analysis
is 0.78 D which is comparable to the experiment (0.79 D).64
B. Geometries. Experimental geometries of C02(Rm = 1.1621
A)6sand HBr (ItHBr
= 1.413 A)63were used, and the equilibrium
geometries of C02-HBr complexes were determined at the MP2
level with extended basis sets augmented with one set of diffuse
functions for carbon, oxygen, and hydrogen (f'(C) = 0.17, P ( 0 )
= 0.287, and P(H) = 0.2). Basis set superposition error (BSSE)
was accounted for by using the counterpoise method.& Table
I summarizes total energies of the linear and T-shaped C02-HBr
complexes and their subsystems. Table I1 summarizes the calculated geometry for the T-shaped complex at various theoretical
levels. HOCO geometries were taken from SDCI calculations
using polarized valence double-1 basis sets by Schatz et aLM The
ground-state geometry of Br-C(O)-OH was optimized at the H F
level by using a gradient optimization p r ~ g r a m . ~ '
C. Theoretical Method. With GVB-RCI, we start with the
GVB-PP wave function in which the four COz bond pairs and the
one HBr bond pair are correlated at the perfect pairing level
[GVB(S/IO)]. The RCI (restricted CI) includes all configurations
in which the two electrons of each correlated pair are allowed to
have all three possible occupations among the two natural orb i t a l ~ . ~Thus,
~ - ~for
~ five pairs, there are 35 = 243 spatial configurations and 654 spin eigenfunctions. The RCI lifts the
spin-coupling restriction of GVB-PP and also allows interpair
correlation (ionic configuration) in which movement of charge
in one bond pair is correlated with simultaneous movement of
charge in an adjacent bond pair. The RCI wave function generally
provides a reasonable description of potential curves for most
reactions by allowing for optimization of spin coupling and by
including the dominant interpair and intrapair correlation^.^^^^^
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